Abstract: Typhoon rainstorms often cause disasters in southern China. Quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE) with the use of polarimetric radar can improve the accuracy of precipitation estimation and enhance typhoon defense ability. On the basis of the observed drop size distribution (DSD) of raindrops, a comparison is conducted among the DSD parameters and the polarimetric radar observation retrieved from DSD in five typhoon and three squall line events that occurred in southern China from 2016 to 2017. A new piecewise fitting method (PFM) is used to develop the QPE estimators for landfall typhoons and squall lines. The performance of QPE is evaluated by two fitting methods for two precipitation types using DSD data collected. Findings indicate that the number concentration of raindrops in typhoon precipitation is large and the average diameter is small, while the raindrops in squall line rain have opposite characteristics. The differential reflectivity (Z DR ) and specific differential phase (K DP ) in these two precipitation types increase slowly with the reflectivity factor (Z H ), whereas the two precipitation types have different Z DR and K DP in the same Z H . Thus, it is critical to fit the rainfall estimator for different precipitation types. Enhanced estimation can be obtained using the estimators for specific precipitation types, whether the estimators are derived from the conventional fitting method (CFM) or PFM, and the estimators fitted using the PFM can produce better results. The estimators for the developed polarimetric radar can be used in operational QPE and quantitative precipitation foresting, and they can improve disaster defense against typhoons and heavy rains.
medium drops is high and the maximum drop diameter rarely exceeded 4 mm. Bringi et al. [39] analyzed the DSD characteristics in Darwin, Australia by using dual-frequency profiler and dual-pol radar. The reflectivity factor Z, median volume equivalent diameter D 0 , and rain rate R obtained from the two observations showed great consistency. The study also concluded that mean D 0 is considerably larger in the typhoon examples than in the monsoon examples. Weiyu Chang et al. [40] analyzed the characteristics of DSD based on ground-based 2DVD and C-band polarimetric radar observation in typhoon precipitations during landfall in the western Pacific, near northern Taiwan. The study indicates that the DSDs from typhoon rain on the ocean are mainly a maritime convective type, the average mass-weighted diameter D m was about 2 mm, and the average logarithmic normalized intercept log10N w is 3.8 (mm −1 m −3 ). Baojun Chen et al. [41] analyzed the microphysical characteristics of the DSD of Typhoon Morakot (2009) during landfall and found that DSD is typically characterized by a single peak distribution. Mingjun Wang et al. [42] analyzed the microphysical characteristics and the precipitation efficiency of the rainband in Typhoon Matmo (2014) over eastern China. The study revealed that the convective precipitation in the rainband generally contains smaller drops and higher number concentrations than the typical maritime type convective precipitation described in Bringi et al. [43] . The average mass-weighted diameter (D m ) of convective precipitation in the rainband is about 1.41 mm, and the average logarithmic normalized intercept log10N w is 4.67 (mm −1 m −3 ).
From the above research, we can see that QPE for non-typhoon precipitations has been greatly promoted in China. So far, QPE algorithms have not been developed for typhoon precipitation based on S-band dual-polarimetric radar in southern China. The microphysics and impacts on rainfall estimation of typhoons and squall lines have not been compared and analyzed here. The 10 sets of disdrometers are set up and operational in Guangdong Province of China, and the S-band dual-pol radar network was also constructed there. This provides imperative data support for analyzing the microphysics and developing the QPE algorithms of the landfall typhoons in southern China and assessing their effectiveness.
In this paper, DSD data for typhoon and squall line rain were collected, and the DSD features and QPE estimators were investigated using these data with two fitting methods for two precipitation types. A new piecewise fitting method (PFM) is used to develop the QPE estimators for the two precipitation types, and their effectiveness at rainfall estimation is evaluated in this study. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes the data sources and methods. In Section 3, the characteristics of DSD data and the polarimetric variables are analyzed for typhoon and squall line precipitation. In Section 4, the optimal scheme of rainfall estimators for typhoons and squall lines is selected. In Section 5, the results are analyzed, discussed, and summarized, and the conclusions are drawn. In Section 5, research issues in this study are discussed, and plans for future work are outlined.
DSD Dataset and Retrieval of Polarimetric Variables
The DSD data are obtained from two kinds of disdrometer in this study: the LPA10 Automatic Disdrometer, manufactured by Beijing Metstar Radar Co. Ltd., and the Parsivel2 disdrometer, manufactured by OTT Messtechnik, Germany. The two types of disdrometer have similar observation principles, and only the classification of diameter and velocity shows variations. LPA10 can measure sizes up to about 30 mm and uses 64 size bins of different widths, ranging from 0.125 mm to 1 mm. The smallest and largest detectable fall velocity is about 0.05 and 21 m s −1 (LAP10 Automatic Disdrometer Technical Manual, Beijing Mestar Radar Co. Ltd., 2013). Parsivel2 can measure sizes up to about 26 mm and uses 32 size bins of different widths, ranging from 0.125 mm to 3 mm. The smallest and largest detectable fall velocity is about 0.05 and 21 m s −1 , respectively [41, 44] . The velocities of the two instruments are subdivided into 32 size bins with different widths. Both observations are recorded once per minute.
The DSD data obtained from Luogang, Baiyun, and Nanhai are observed using the LPA10 disdrometers, and the data from Nanxiong, Pingyuan, Renhua, Longchuan, Huidong, Yingde, and Gaozhou are observed using the Parsivel2 disdrometers. The locations of all disdrometers (ten sets) are shown in Figure 1 . The specific latitude and longitude coordinates, altitude, and the abbreviated identification are shown in Table 1 . In this paper, the DSD data for five typhoons (the paths shown in Figure 1 ) and three squall lines in southern China during the period from 2016 to 2017 are selected. From the observation of the dualpol radars, it can be seen there is no squall line in the five typhoon cases. Table 2 lists all detailed information including observation periods, observatory identification, and sample numbers. LG, BY, NH, NX, LC, HD, YD, GZ 1592 In this paper, the DSD data for five typhoons (the paths shown in Figure 1 ) and three squall lines in southern China during the period from 2016 to 2017 are selected. From the observation of the dual-pol radars, it can be seen there is no squall line in the five typhoon cases. Table 2 lists all detailed information including observation periods, observatory identification, and sample numbers.
To improve the data quality, QC was conducted. Measurement samples, with total raindrops fewer than 50, rainfall intensity less than 0.5 mm/h, and the velocities with the absolute difference between measured and theoretical terminal velocities being larger than 0.6 times the theoretical terminal velocity were rejected as noises [24] [25] [26] 45, 46] . The N(D) (m −3 mm −1 ) at a discrete instant of time was calculated from the Parsivel2 and LPA10 disdrometers using the following equation:
where A ij is the number of drops determined in the size bin i and velocity bin j, V j (m s −1 ) is the fall speed for the velocity bin j, T (s) and S (m 2 ) are the sampling time (60 s) and area (0.0054 m 2 for Parsivel2 and 0.0063 m 2 for LPA10), D i is the drop diameter for the size bin i, and ∆D i is the corresponding diameter interval (mm). The rainfall rate R (mm h −1 ) can also be calculated as follows:
The equation for calculating the total concentration of raindrops N t (m −3 ) is
Three-parameter gamma distribution [47] was used for DSD fitting. The equation is expressed as
where D (mm) is the equivalent diameter, N(D)(m −3 mm −1 ) is the number concentration of raindrop per unit volume unit size bin, N 0 (mm −(1+µ) m −3 ) is the intercept parameter, µ is the shape factor (dimensionless parameter), and λ (mm −1 ) is the slope parameter. The nth-order moment of the DSD is expressed as
The mass-weight mean diameter (D m ) is computed as the ratio of the fourth to the third moment of the size distribution
The normalized intercept parameter N w (m −3 mm −1 ) [43, 48] is computed as
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where ρ w is the density of water (assumed as 1.0 gcm −3 ). W is the liquid water content (g/m 3 ), which is computed as
2.1. Retrieval of Dual-Pol Radar Variables from DSD Many algorithms are available for scattering by using non-spherical particles of heterogeneous media. In this paper, the backscattered and forward-scattered cross section of raindrops with various diameters are computed by applying the extended boundary condition method proposed by Barber et al. [49] , and the raindrop ellipticity is calculated by using the method proposed by Pruppacher and Beard [50] . The scattering method was used by Liping Liu et al. [33] to investigate C-band dual-pol precipitation estimation. Reflectivity for horizontal and vertical polarimetrics Z h,v (mm −6 m −3 ), the differential reflectivity factor (Z dr and Z DR ; dB) and the specific differential phase K DP ( • km −1 ) can be expressed as
where λ (mm) is the radar wavelength; D (mm) is the equivalent diameter; N(D) (m −3 mm −1 ) is the number concentration of raindrops in a unit volume of air and in the unit size interval; D min and D max are the minimum and maximum drop diameter of the actual DSD, respectively; K w is the dielectric constant factor of water; and f hh,vv (π, D) (mm) is the backscattering amplitude at the horizontal or vertical polarimetric. The horizontal equivalent reflectivity factor (i.e., Z H ) represented in decibels is Z H = 10 log 10 Z h (dBZ), Z v is the vertical equivalent reflectivity factor. Re refers to the real part of the integral, and f hh (0, D) and f vv (0, D) (mm) are the forward-scattering amplitudes at the horizontal and vertical polarimetrics, respectively.
Method Fitting for QPE
A basic conventional radar rainfall estimator (Z-R) and polarimetric rainfall estimators with different combinations of radar variables, R(K DP ), R(Z h , Z DR ), and R(K DP , Z DR ), are chosen for this study [33, 51, 52] . They are computed as
where R is in mm/h, Z H is in mm 6 m −3 , Z DR is in dB, and K DP is in • /km.
(1) Conventional Fitting Method In the conventional fitting method (CFM), all the DSD data are used for fitting a single rainfall estimator, such as R(Z H , Z DR ), R(K DP , Z DR ), or R(K DP ). Each single estimator contains the information from all the DSD data.
In previous studies [14, [53] [54] [55] , Z DR and K DP are close to zero and exhibit high noise levels for light rainfall [56] , and substantial observation error of Z DR with low signal-noise-ratios (SNRs) leads to large estimation biases [33] . Z h and Z DR suffer from great attenuation with heavy precipitation, which leads to large biases. So R(Z h , Z DR ), R(K DP , Z DR ), and R(K DP ) are used for fitting when rainfall is light (R < 6 mm/h), moderate (6 mm/h < R < 50 mm/h), or heavy (R > 50 mm/h) [15] , respectively.
(2) Piecewise Fitting Method In this study, a new PFM for rainfall estimator based on a DSD dataset is used [57] . The core of the PFM is that the characteristics of the data for fitting an estimator should be consistent with those of the data for estimating precipitation with the use of the estimator. The characteristic is the rain rate in this study and when R < 6 mm/h, 6 mm/h < R < 50 mm/h and R > 50 mm/h, R(Z h , Z DR ), R(K DP , Z DR ), and R(K DP ) are used to estimate precipitation, respectively. In this method, DSD data are divided into three parts according to the corresponding rain rate. The rainfall rates for the first part of the DSD data are less than 6 mm/h, those for the second part are between 6 mm/h and 50 mm/h, and those for the third part are heavier than 50 mm/h. The three parts of the DSD data are used to fit R(Z h , Z DR ), R(K DP , Z DR ), and R(K DP ), respectively. In addition, R(Z h ) is calculated to determine which estimator will be used to estimate precipitation. All the DSD data are used for R(Z h ) fitting, and R(Z h ) is used for all data. Although the intervals of rain rates for fitting are fixed, the R(Z h ) fitted from the DSD varies with the precipitation type. To consider the effects of microphysical properties, the intervals of Z h used are different for the two precipitation types in QPE.
Parameters for Evaluating the Performance of QPE
To evaluate the performance of QPE, the rainfall intensity (R DSD i ) derived from DSD data is set as the standard. Correlation coefficient (CC), root mean square error (RMSE), normalized error (NE), and normalized relative error (NB) are selected as the evaluation indicators, which can be computed as
where R CAL i represents the calculated rainfall intensity using Equations (12)- (15), R DSD i represents the calculated rainfall intensity using Equation (2) based on the DSD data, as the assessment criteria, the bar above the variables denotes the mean, and n is the number of samples for the evaluation.
Characteristics of DSD and Polarimetric Variables for Typhoon and Squall Line

Comparison of DSD from Typhoon and Squall Line
The microphysical parameters for two types of precipitation are computed, including N(D) (m −3 mm −1 ), log10N w (which indicates the raindrop concentration), N t , D, and D m , by using corresponding equations. The averaged DSD for typhoon and squall line are shown in Figure 2a . When D < 1 mm, the trends of the averaged number concentration of typhoon and squall line particles are almost the same, although the log10N w of typhoon is slightly higher. When 1 mm < D < 3 mm, the slope of the averaged number concentration of typhoon precipitation is considerably larger than that of the squall line. The log10N w of typhoon is larger than that of the squall line when 1.5 mm < D < 3 mm. When 3 mm < D < 5 mm, the log10N w of typhoon particles is considerably smaller than the squall line. The primary difference of DSD from typhoon and squall line precipitation lies in that the former has more small particles, fewer large particles, whereas the opposite condition is observed in the latter. Figure 2b shows the scatterplot of log10N w versus D m for typhoon and squall line. The two gray rectangles correspond to the maritime and continental convective clusters reported by Bringi et al. [43] . The typhoon rain is mostly plotted in the upper left of the red dashed line (i.e., D m ≈ 0.75-2.0 mm and log10N w ≈ 3.75-4.4), while squall line rain is below the red dashed line. When 0.75 mm < D m < 2.0 mm, the concentration of raindrops for typhoon is higher than that of the squall line, with the highest reaching up to 5.0 (log10N w ≈ 5.0). The typhoon rain is mostly plotted over the "maritime-like" cluster. Although points of typhoon and squall line rainfall appear in the "continental cluster", which are relatively fewer, the DSDs of this typhoon rain have a relatively high number concentration and a small average diameter; the opposite condition is observed in the DSDs of the squall line rain. The corresponding DSDs of this typhoon and squall line rain have a higher number concentration of raindrops with small diameters, compared with the results from Bringi et al. [43] . No remarkable difference is observed in the particle number of typhoon and squall line precipitation on the two sides of the orange dashed line. Thus, both convective and stratiform rain are commonly present in the typhoon and squall line. The convective and stratiform precipitation of the two systems should be studied further in the future. Figure 2c ,d show the scatterplot of log10N t versus D with different rainfall rates for typhoon and squall line. When R < 5 mm/h, the DSDs of typhoon rain are even, whereas those of squall line rain are more centered. When 5 mm/h ≤ R < 10 mm/h for the DSDs of squall line rain, the range of diameter is relatively wider, and the range of number concentration is slightly lower. When 50 mm/h ≤ R < 70 mm/h, the corresponding DSDs of typhoon rain are primarily within the area of D ≈ 1.0-2.0 mm and log10N t ≈ 2.8-3.7; while the DSDs of squall line rain are primarily within the area of D ≈ 1.0-1.5 mm and log10N t ≈ 3.0-3.6. For the DSDs of typhoon rain, the range of diameter is relatively wider and the range of number concentration is slightly higher. The log10N t of typhoon rain increases faster than that of squall line with D at a corresponding rainfall intensity. For heavy rainfall intensity (R ≥ 50 mm/h), the mean diameter of typhoon raindrops is small but the concentration is high. Figure 2e ,f show the percentage contribution of various diameter raindrops to N t and R for typhoon and squall line rainfall. For typhoon rain, while the values of D are under 1 mm, the contribution to the total raindrop number (about 63%) is the highest, and when 1 mm ≤ D < 1.5 mm, the contribution to the rainfall rate (about 64%) is the highest. For squall line rainfall, when 1 mm ≤ D < 1.5 mm, the contribution to the total raindrop number (about 56%) and the rainfall rate (about 70%) are both the highest. Evidently, the small raindrops of typhoon precipitation are greater than that of the squall line, which contribute more to the rainfall rate (R). When 1 mm ≤ D < 1.5 mm, the raindrops of squall line rain are more than those of the typhoon, thereby also contributing considerably to the rainfall rate (R).
As a result, the corresponding DSDs of typhoon and squall line precipitation exhibit different characteristics. Typhoon and squall line rain are more likely tobe "maritime-like" cluster, which is a compound of convective and stratiform precipitation. As a result, the corresponding DSDs of typhoon and squall line precipitation exhibit different characteristics. Typhoon and squall line rain are more likely tobe "maritime-like" cluster, which is a compound of convective and stratiform precipitation.
Comparison of Polarimetric Radar Variables
The S-band dual-pol radar variables ZH, ZDR, and KDP were computed using Equations (9)-(11) in Section 2.2, respectively. The occurrence frequencies of ZD and KDP with different ZH are calculated. Their mean and standard deviation are also calculated (Figure 3) . Figure 3a ,b show that the maximum ZH of the typhoon is about 3.5 dBZ smaller than that of the squall line, and the maximum ZDR is about 1.05 dB smaller. ZDR of the typhoon precipitation changes gradually with ZH (smaller slope), while the ZH of the squall line rain is relatively strong with more data over 45 dBZ (larger slope), which is due to the fact that the DSDs of typhoon rain have a higher proportion of small drops than the squall line does. Figure 3c ,d show that the maximum ZH of the typhoon rainfall is smaller by about 2 dBZ than that of the squall line, and the maximum KDP is smaller by about 1.55°/km. KDP changes with ZH similarly (small differences in the slope) for the typhoon and squall line precipitation. This result [43] . The orange dashed line is that of Bringi et al. [43] for stratiform rain; the red dashed line is applied in this study to distinguish typhoon and squall line precipitation in southern China. (c,d) The scatterplot of log10N t versus D with different rainfall rates for typhoon and squall line. (e,f) The percentage contribution of various diameter raindrop to N t and R for typhoon and squall line.
The S-band dual-pol radar variables Z H , Z DR , and K DP were computed using Equations (9)- (11) in Section 2.2, respectively. The occurrence frequencies of Z D and K DP with different Z H are calculated. Their mean and standard deviation are also calculated (Figure 3) . Figure 3a ,b show that the maximum Z H of the typhoon is about 3.5 dBZ smaller than that of the squall line, and the maximum Z DR is about 1.05 dB smaller. Z DR of the typhoon precipitation changes gradually with Z H (smaller slope), while the Z H of the squall line rain is relatively strong with more data over 45 dBZ (larger slope), which is due to the fact that the DSDs of typhoon rain have a higher proportion of small drops than the squall line does. Figure 3c ,d show that the maximum Z H of the typhoon rainfall is smaller by about 2 dBZ than that of the squall line, and the maximum K DP is smaller by about 1.55 • /km. K DP changes with Z H similarly (small differences in the slope) for the typhoon and squall line precipitation. This result indicates few differences of K DP from typhoon and squall line rain at the same Z H . The typhoon rainfall has a smaller proportion of raindrops with large sizes than the squall line does.
indicates To summarize, the different DSDs of the two precipitation types lead to different characteristics of polarimetric radar variables. Particularly for the precipitation that has different ZH and their ZDR, KDP and the occurrence frequency of ZDR and KDP are all different. Thus, for radar QPE, different estimators should be developed for different precipitation systems and regions.
Dual-Pol Estimators for Typhoon and Squall Line
Comparison of the Parameters for the Two Estimators
Estimators and Their Performance from CFM
Nonlinear fitting is employed to fit Equations (12)-(15) for typhoon and squall line. The estimators from CFM are shown in Table 3 , and a, b, and c are the coefficients of the Equations (12)- (15) . The rainfall rate by disdrometer are considered "real" to evaluate the fitting results for each estimator, and the results are shown in Table 4 . To summarize, the different DSDs of the two precipitation types lead to different characteristics of polarimetric radar variables. Particularly for the precipitation that has different Z H and their Z DR , K DP and the occurrence frequency of Z DR and K DP are all different. Thus, for radar QPE, different estimators should be developed for different precipitation systems and regions.
Dual-Pol Estimators for Typhoon and Squall Line
Comparison of the Parameters for the Two Estimators
Estimators and Their Performance from CFM
Nonlinear fitting is employed to fit Equations (12)- (15) for typhoon and squall line. The estimators from CFM are shown in Table 3 , and a, b, and c are the coefficients of the Equations (12)- (15) . The rainfall rate by disdrometer are considered "real" to evaluate the fitting results for each estimator, and the results are shown in Table 4 . The same data are used to fit the four estimators for the two precipitation types. This approach makes analyzing the characters of the four estimators and comparing the performances of these estimators and their suitability more convenient. Table 4 shows that the performances of the four estimators follow the order of R1(Z H ) < R2(K DP ) < R3(Z H , Z DP ) < R4(K DP , Z DR ) for typhoon and squall line. However, R3(Z H , Z DP ) is underestimated, whereas the other three are overestimated. The performance of R1(Z H ) is the worst because only one variable Z H is used and Z H fluctuated greatly with the DSDs [36, 46] . The performance of R2(K DP ) is better than that of R1(Z H ), which can be attributed to the fact that the exponent of K DP is closer to 1 than that of Z H . The correlation between K DP and R is more linear, which means that K DP can better adapt to the changes of the DSDs. R3(Z H , Z DP ) produced better results than both R1(Z H ) and R2(K DP ) due to the introduction of two parameters, namely, Z H and Z DR , which added more information of raindrop diameters and reduced the impact of the DSDs' variability. R4(K DP , Z DR ) had the optimal performance, taking advantage of K DP , which can adapt to the DSDs' variability and also includes the information of raindrop diameters represented by Z DR .
The assessment results of estimators from CFM are as follows: R1(Z H ) produced the smallest value for CC, the largest values for RMSE and NE, and the largest absolute value for NB, and the performance was the worst. R4(K DP , Z DR ) generated the best performance with the largest CC, the smallest RMSE and NE, and the smallest absolute NB.
Estimators and Their Performance from PFM
Although the analysis in Section 4.1.1 showed that R4(K DP , Z DR ) produced the best results, the evaluation is performed using a single estimator under the ideal conditions that the radar observations are accurate. In the practical application of QPE, the quality of the dual-pol radar observations should be fully considered. Many factors, such as the quality of the radar signals and the characteristics of the precipitation, affect the quality of the polarimetric radar observations. With different rainfall rates, different variables of polarimetric radar observation should be employed for QPE. In general, dual-polarimetric radar rainfall retrievals rely on the presence of larger drops as these are non-spherical and produce different responses for the horizontal and vertical polarimetrics. In light rain there are usually only a small number of large, non-spherical drops so the dual-pol signals are not reliable. Heavy rain is usually accompanied by hail, which can further impact the quality of Z H and Z DR observations. However, the estimated value of K DP can remain accurate because it has the advantage of not being affected by the absolute calibration error and the attenuation, even though spherical hail is present for s-band dual-pol radar.
Given the above characteristics of the polarimetric radar observation, different estimators should be selected in the practical application of QPE according to the quality of the radar signals and the rainfall intensity. The scheme can be described as follows: only the estimator in the form of Z H is applied for light rain; when the rain is light but the radar signals are reliable, an estimator in the form of Z H and Z DR can be used; when the rain is moderate, the quality of the radar polarimetric observation variables is the best, and an estimator in the form of Z DR and K DP should be selected; and only the estimator in the form of K DP should be applied to estimate heavy rain.
On the basis of the nonlinear method, the Equations (12)- (15) are fitted using the PFM with the DSD data from typhoon and squall line precipitation, and their coefficients are summarized in Table 5 , and a, b, and c are the coefficients of the Equations (12)-(15). An analysis of the data in Table 5 reveals great distinctions in the coefficients of typhoon and squall line precipitation for the same estimator. The values of coefficients 'a' for the R1(Z H ), R2(K DP ), and R3(Z H , Z DR ) for the typhoon precipitation are larger than those for the squall lines. However, the values of coefficients 'a' are smaller for typhoon than for squall line when the R4(K DP , Z DR ) is applied. The characteristics of DSD determine the coefficients for the fitting estimator. Typhoon rain contains a small total concentration of raindrops and a low proportion of large raindrops; thus, the values of coefficients 'a' in R1(Z H ), R2(K DP ), and R3(Z H , Z DR ) relationships tend to be larger. Meanwhile, typhoon rain has a low proportion of large raindrops but a high number concentration of small raindrops, and the values of coefficient 'a' tend to be smaller in the R4(K DP , Z DR ). This finding indicates that the number concentration of small raindrops has a more considerable impact on R4(K DP , Z DR ) than the proportion of large raindrops does.
The coefficients of the estimators also show the influence level of the corresponding variables for the final results. In other words, larger absolute values of the coefficients of Z H , K DP , and Z DR in the estimators correspond to a considerable impact of the corresponding polarimetric radar variables on the estimated results (R), which means that R is more sensitive to this variable. We can easily see from Table 5 that typhoon rain has larger a1, a2 and smaller b1 and b2 than squall line does in R = a1 × Z b1 DP , R = a2 × K b2 DP relationships. Table 6 clearly shows notable differences in the results (R) using CFM and PFM in R2(K DP ). For typhoon precipitation, when K DP is in the range of 0.5 • to 3 • /km, the estimated R using PFM is higher by about 0.05-2.97 mm/h than that using CFM. When K DP is within 3.5 • -4 • /km, the estimated R using PFM is lower by about 1.12-2.39 mm/h than that using CFM. For squall line precipitation, when K DP is within 0.5 • -3.5 • /km, the estimated R using PFM is higher by about 0.78-4.24 mm/h than that using CFM. When K DP = 4, the estimated R using PFM is lower by about 0.47 mm/h than that using CFM. For both typhoon and squall line rain, the difference in the results obtained using the two methods increases first along with the increase in K DP and then decreases, and the estimated R using PFM is higher than that using CFM. When radar observation K DP = 1 • /km, the difference in the estimated results is the largest between that using PFM and CFM for the R2(K DP ) relationship. 
Evaluation of the Performance of QPEs Obtained using CFM and PFM
Estimators obtained using the CFM and PFM are evaluated. The rainfall intensity from the DSD is considered a "truth", and the calculated dual-pol variables from DSD are input to retrieve the rainfall rate. The average rainfall intensity from the DSD is considered a "standard value", and the indicators of CC, RMSE, NE, and NB (shown in Table 7 ) are used to evaluate the QPE performance. The CFM Average R are calculated using the average of the sum of R2(K DP ), R3(Z H ,Z DR ), and R4(K DP ,Z DR ) in Table 3 , and the PFM Average R are calculated using the average of the sum of R2(K DP ), R3(Z H ,Z DR ), and R4(K DP ,Z DR ) in Table 5 , where R2(K DP ), R3(Z H ,Z DR ), and R4(K DP ,Z DR ) were calculated with corresponding rain rate of DSD data, which are less than 6 mm/h, between 6 mm/h and 50 mm/h, and heavier than 50 mm/h, respectively. Results showed that average rainfall intensity estimated using PFM is higher by about 2.7% for typhoon precipitation than that using CFM and by about 1.1% for squall line. Table 7 clearly shows that the average rainfall intensities estimated using PFM are closer or even equal to the standard value than those estimated using CFM. Thus, in terms of the average rainfall intensity, PFM gives better results than CFM. This finding can be attributed to the deviation of system and sampling for Z DR and K DP measurements in light rain. A comparison of the evaluation indicators of PFM and CFM clearly shows that the CC of the former is slightly larger and the RMSE is slightly lower. The NE is markedly smaller by at least 10.3% than PFM. The NB indicates that it is underestimated for typhoon rain; it is overestimated using PFM but underestimated using CFM for squall line precipitation. The absolute values of NB for PFM evidently decrease and are at least 95.4% lower. A comprehensive assessment of the four indicators shows that PFM gives better estimation. Thus, in practical application, PFM should be selected, which can fit the estimators well according to the microphysical properties of precipitation and improve estimation accuracy. 
Sensitivity Experiment for Different QPE Estimators
The considerable difference in DSD of the two precipitation types leads to the differences in the coefficients of the rainfall estimator. A sensitivity experiment was conducted to evaluate the effects of the estimators on QPE. In this experiment, the estimators for typhoon precipitation are used for squall line and the estimators for squall line rain are used for the typhoon. Figure 4 shows the cross-evaluation of the precipitation estimation performances for typhoon and squall line rain estimated by using PFM with the four estimators. The results are better for the corresponding type of precipitation. For PFM, the proportions of the sample number of DSDs used in the three estimators from the typhoon and the squall line followed the order of R2 < R4 < R3. The percentage of sample number used in R3 for typhoon rain is 74.1% and that for squall line is 63.8%. The number of small raindrops is higher for typhoon than for squall line. When the estimators for squall line precipitation are used to estimate typhoon, R2 and R4 give a slight overestimation, whereas R3 gives an underestimation that is not negligible. This result might be one of the factors that cause relatively major errors. When the estimators for typhoon rain are used to estimate squall line precipitation, R3 and R4 give a slight overestimation, whereas R2 gives an underestimation that is not negligible, thereby providing another factor that causes errors. The number of small raindrops is higher for typhoon than for squall line. When the estimators for squall line precipitation are used to estimate typhoon, R2 and R4 give a slight overestimation, whereas R3 gives an underestimation that is not negligible. This result might be one of the factors that cause relatively major errors. When the estimators for typhoon rain are used to estimate squall line precipitation, R3 and R4 give a slight overestimation, whereas R2 gives an underestimation that is not negligible, thereby providing another factor that causes errors. The scattering of retrieved rainfall rates from estimators using PFM and that from DSD. The x-axis Rdsd represents rainfall rates calculated directly from DSD data, and the y-axis Rncal represents the rainfall rates retrieved from four estimators for typhoon and squall line in Table 3 (where Rn corresponds to the estimators in Table 3 , R1 (a-d), R2 (e-h), R3 (i-l), and R4 (m-p)). Adopted data, estimator, CC, RMSE, NE, and NB are also denoted in each panel. Figure 5 shows the cross-evaluation of the precipitation estimation performances for typhoon and squall line, estimated using CFM and PFM, respectively. For typhoon and squall line precipitation, the results are better when the estimator that corresponds to the precipitation type is employed whether the estimators from CFM or PFM are selected. Whether CFM or PFM is used, when the estimators for squall line precipitation are used to estimate typhoon, the performance of the estimators decreases more notably than when the estimators of typhoon rainfall are used. When the estimators for typhoon precipitation are used to estimate squall line rain, the performance of the estimators decreases more slightly than when the estimators of squall line rainfall are used. The different DSDs from typhoon and squall line precipitation leads to the different estimators and further impacts the performance of rainfall estimation. The scattering of retrieved rainfall rates from estimators using PFM and that from DSD. The x-axis R dsd represents rainfall rates calculated directly from DSD data, and the y-axis Rn cal represents the rainfall rates retrieved from four estimators for typhoon and squall line in Table 3 (where Rn corresponds to the estimators in Table 3 , R1 (a-d), R2 (e-h), R3 (i-l), and R4 (m-p)). Adopted data, estimator, CC, RMSE, NE, and NB are also denoted in each panel. Figure 5 shows the cross-evaluation of the precipitation estimation performances for typhoon and squall line, estimated using CFM and PFM, respectively. For typhoon and squall line precipitation, the results are better when the estimator that corresponds to the precipitation type is employed whether the estimators from CFM or PFM are selected. Whether CFM or PFM is used, when the estimators for squall line precipitation are used to estimate typhoon, the performance of the estimators decreases more notably than when the estimators of typhoon rainfall are used. When the estimators for typhoon precipitation are used to estimate squall line rain, the performance of the estimators decreases more slightly than when the estimators of squall line rainfall are used. The different DSDs from typhoon and squall line precipitation leads to the different estimators and further impacts the performance of rainfall estimation.
Atmosphere 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 19 Figure 5 . The scattering of retrieved rainfall rates from estimators using CFM or PFM and that from DSD. The x-axis Rdsd represents rainfall intensity calculated directly from DSD data, and the y-axis Rtcal (a-d) represents the rainfall rate calculated from CFM; the y-axis Rscal (e-h) represents the rainfall rate calculated from PFM. Adopted data, estimator, CC, RMSE, NE, and NB are also denoted in each panel.
A comparison of the estimation performance of PFM and CFM shows that the estimators derived from PFM can produce better results for a specific precipitation type. The performance of QPE improved more noticeably for typhoon rainfall than for squall lines.
Discussion and Conclusions
Discussion
The DSD data collected with Parsivel2 and LPA10 disdrometers are used for this investigation. The observation principle of LPA10 is the same as that of a Parsivel2 disdrometer. It can be considered a Chinese version of OTT Parsivel, although the classification of diameters are slightly different (64 size bins for LAP10 and 32 size bins for Parsivel2). Whether this difference causes deviation needs further analysis.
The observed DSD data collected with the disdrometers is used as "truth" when the performances of estimators are evaluated in this study. The detection capability of dual-pol radar was not analyzed. In practice, the difference between the radar observation and the disdrometer can cause errors in terms of observation objects and values. This issue will be the main supplementary content for further research. The scattering of retrieved rainfall rates from estimators using CFM or PFM and that from DSD. The x-axis R dsd represents rainfall intensity calculated directly from DSD data, and the y-axis Rt cal (a-d) represents the rainfall rate calculated from CFM; the y-axis Rs cal (e-h) represents the rainfall rate calculated from PFM. Adopted data, estimator, CC, RMSE, NE, and NB are also denoted in each panel.
Discussion and Conclusions
Discussion
The observed DSD data collected with the disdrometers is used as "truth" when the performances of estimators are evaluated in this study. The detection capability of dual-pol radar was not analyzed.
In practice, the difference between the radar observation and the disdrometer can cause errors in terms of observation objects and values. This issue will be the main supplementary content for further research.
Moreover, the used QPE scheme for the typhoon and squall line rainfall showed advantages for only some cases. It needs to be validated by more general precipitation events.
Conclusions
On the basis of observations from the 10 disdrometers set up by the Guangdong Meteorological Bureau, the characteristics of derived radar polarimetric variables and the DSD were analyzed for two precipitation types in this study.
A set of QPE algorithms for S-band dual-pol radar was developed with the CFM and PFM for studying southern China's typhoon and squall line rainfall. The performance of the QPE algorithms was evaluated with rainfall rate and dual-pol variables from DSD. The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The DSD in typhoon and squall line precipitation exhibits certain distinctions. Typhoon precipitation contains more small raindrops. The majority of the raindrops are at D < 1 mm, and the particles within 1 ≤ D < 1.5 mm provide the greatest contribution to rainfall intensity. Squall line rain contains more medium raindrops. The raindrops within 1 ≤ D < 1.5 mm have the largest raindrop number and provide the greatest contribution to rainfall rate. Compared with the results of Bringi, the particles of typhoon and squall line precipitation are larger and the raindrop sizes are smaller.
(2) The stratiform cloud and mixed cloud rainfall are predominant for typhoon precipitation, and convective rainfall is prevalent for squall line. The slope of Z DR of typhoon rain is smaller than that of squall line. The slopes of K DP for the two precipitation types are similar. The above results correspond to the idea that typhoon rainfall contains more small drops and squall line rainfall contains more large drops. Given that Z H , Z DR , K DP and their occurrence frequencies are different for the two precipitation types, the QPE algorithms for dual-pol radar should be developed by applying different estimators according to precipitation type.
(3) For the two precipitation types, R1(Z H ) produces the poorest precipitation estimation and R4(K DP , Z DR ) gives the best estimation among the four estimators of the two fitting methods. The number concentration of small raindrops has a more notable impact on the R4(K DP , Z DR ) relationship. The PFM produced higher rainfall intensity estimation than the CFM. When K DP = 1 • /km, the difference of the estimated results using the PFM and CFM is the largest for R2(K DP ). This result provides guidance for the application of QPE estimators with polarimetric radar.
(4) The average rainfall intensities estimated using the PFM are closer than or even equal to the standard values estimated using the CFM. The CC and RMSE of the two methods are consistent. The NE calculated using the PFM decreased by at least 10.3%, and the NB decreased by at least 95.4%. The PFM produces more accurate precipitation estimation and better performance.
(5) Improved estimation can be achieved by employing the estimators that correspond to the precipitation type, no matter whether the estimators are derived from the CFM or PFM. The estimators fitted using the PFM can produce the best results for a specific precipitation type. The performance of the QPE algorithms improved markedly for typhoon rainfall compared with squall line. To some extent, it verifies the accuracy of QPE for dual-pol radar and the scientific nature of the fitting method for improved precipitation estimation in this study. 
